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Abstract. Simple static and dynamic models of the 3-loop Active Power Factor Correction
(APFC) system are suggested and analyzed. Analytical expressions for the gain constants and
the transfer functions of the feedback and feedforward loops of the APFC controller circuits are
obtained and their influence on the static and dynamic behavior of the APFC system is
discussed. The theory is supported by computer simulation.
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Introduction

Fig. I. The 3-loop APFC system block diagram.

Here 9 is the power line angle. ve is the voltage feedback

error amplifier signal and K is the system gain constant.
Thus in it's steady state the input current is of a sinusoidal
shape and in phase with the input voltage. Its amplitude Im

is directly proportional to the error amplifier voltage ve

and inversely proportional to the amplitude of the line
voltage V m :

Active Power Factor Correction (APFC) systems are
generally designed around high frequency converters that
are controlled by two feedback loops. The average output
voltage is regulated by an outer loop whereas the inner
loop shapes the line current [I]. The reference of the inner
current loop is generated by modulating the rectified power
line voltage by the outer loop error signal. Thus the
magnitude of the reference is adjusted dynamically to
comply with the power requirements of the load. The
control signal for the inner loop, needed for adjusting the
current level, is conveniently derived by comparing the
average current level to the desired reference value. The 3-
loop APFC controller [2-4] generates the current reference
signal for the inner loop by the multiplier-squarer-divider
circuit as shown at Fig. I. The inherent non-linearity of
the reference signal analog computation block and time
varying gains of the power stage of the APFC systems
pose a control problem.
It is clear that the outer loop of the APFC must have not
only a slow response (limited bandwidth) but also a low
gain so that the output ripple will be heavily attenuated.
Otherwise, while stabilizing the output voltage, the output
ripple will distort the input current by penetrating into the
reference of the current loop. However, the low feedback
gain may result in a significant steady state error, which is
interpreted as poor output voltage regulation or high

output impedance.
The objective of this paper is to present simple static and
dynamic models that could be used in analysis and design
of the 3-loop APFC systems. We obtain the analytical
expressions for the gains of the feedback and feedforward
loops of the APFC to characterize the systems low
frequency and static behavior. The proposed models were
investigated analytically and verified by simulation.

Basic relationships

The usual case of the APFC is when it is fed tom a AC line.

The 3-loop APFC controller [2-4] generals the current
reference signal for the inner loop by the multiplier-
squarer-divider circuit as shown at Fig. I. When driven by a

sinusoidal line voltage vin (9) = y m sin9, the APFC

generates the input current by the following algorithm:

iin (9) = Im sin9 = K ( Ye )( ~ }v m'in. ) (1)

Im=K(~) (2)

Due to this relationship, the average input power p av is

independent of the amplitude of the line voltage and is a
linear function of the error amplifier voltage:

ImVm K
Pav=~=2ve(9) (3)

The steady state voltage feedback error amplifier signal

ve(9) appeared in the eq. (1) above may be expressed as:

ve(9)= (Veo-VT)+ve(29) (4)

This expression contains a dc term, in brackets, and the

second harmonics ripple component ve(29) as well. The

term Veo represents the operating point of the error

amplifier and VT is the threshold voltage of the divider

input. The threshold VT set to be greater than the low

saturation level of the error amplifier. When the power
demands of the load drops, the error amplifier signal
swings below the threshold, cutts off the input current
bringing the power level to zero. It is the difference

(Veo -VT) which governs the steady state power flow.

The second harmonic component ve(29) at the output of

the voltage error amplifier, appears as response to the
output voltage ripple. This signal is of a low amplitude and



does not contribute significantly to the power flow and
thus would not be of our concern here. However, it is one of
the main causes for input current distortion.
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The power gain constant

As stated above, the error amplifier is the one which
governs the steady state power flow. However, since the
dynamic range of the error amplifier is limited, the choice
of the power gain constant K should be considered with
some care especially for high power systems. The highest
power transfer of the APFC of Fig. 1 occurs when the error
amplifier voltage is at its high saturation level
Veo = Vemax. Combining equations (3), (4) we deduce that

the minimum alowable value of the power gain constant
Kmin to obtain the full rated average power p max at the

output as:

~=R. ko=Rmo
ac

lowered by the unfavorable resIstor ratio R
ac

multiplier-squarer as appears in eq. (8). However, the
requirement K > Kmin as stated above is possible to fulfill

in most of the practical cases since the dc gain of the LP
filter HfO is quite low and the current sensing resistance Rs

is made small for the sake of low power dissipation. Both

I

2Pmax
&'mm - ( ) (5) Vemax -VT

To ensure a proper operation of the APFC one shoud design
the system with a power gain K greater than the minimum
value Kmin given by eq. (5) above.

The required power gain constant K may be found as
follows. We assume that the power stage is capable of
sustaining the input current throughout the entire half
cycle of the line period and with the current loop closed.

tightly regulates the average input current iin (9). For line

frequencies far below the current loop crossover. the
current loop gain roll-off is negligible and the current gain
of the inner loop may be approximated by its DC gain
which is determined by the current sensing network Rs. In

the most common case Rs is just a series resistance. Thus,

output voltage of the current sensing network vs(9) =

Rsiin(9) is forced to follow the current programming

signal vs(9) = vcp(9) generated at the multipliers output.

The inner loop transresistanse is therefore:

iin (9)

v

of those conditions make the ~ term quite large and a

RsHfo
reasonable value of K may be achieved to satisfy eq. (8).
It is worthwhile to mention that the term (2) in the
denominator of eq. (3) represents the ratio of the average to

peak power of a sinusoidal wave and the (;) term in the

denominator of eq.(7) is the dc to peak voltage ratio of the
rectified sinusoidal wave. These constants are inherent to
the sine-wave only and represent wave shape constants.
Feeding the PFC with input voltage of other waveform (say
dc voltage equivalent to the line voltage rms value or even
strongly distorted sine) alters the aforementioned

relationships.

Voltage regulation or the PFC

-=R (6)
vcp(9) s

Using this simplification and some elementary network
analysis, the power gain constant K may be found as:

2Pav 1 1t2 1
--k---

ve -Rs 4 ~O

where HfO is the low pass fIlter (LPF) DC gain, the teIDll.
1t

is the average to peak ratio of the rectified line voltage at
the input of the LPF, these quantities appear in the
denumerator of eq. (7) due to the divider action and are
squared due to the squarer action. The term k = ~~ko is the

overall gain of the divider-multiplier-squarer circuits. Here
kp denotes the proportional gain which usually is refered

by the manufacturer as the divider-multipli~-squarer gain.
Other gain constants must be deteIDlined ~rdingly to the
resistances at the input and output teIDlinals of the divider-
multiplier-squarer circuit. This is required because the
multiplier operates with currents while the block diagram
of Fig. 1 is rated in volts, thus for the voltage fed inputs
the associated gain is unity. For the divider-multiplier-
squarer circuits using current inputs and outputs, the gain
constants should be defined accordingly to the resistances
Rm and Rac connected to those terminals as follows:

(7)K=-

The steady state DC error voltage for any error amplifier
configuration may be derived from the above given
equations (3), (4) and expressed in terms of the average
input power as:

2
Veo=KPav+VT (9)

A common error amplifier topology is shown at Fig. 3.
The amplifiers output voltage may be expressed as function
of the reference V ref and the output Vo voltages of the

APFC:
V eo = VrefHref -Vo Hvo (10)

here Hvo and Href are the dc gain constants of the error

amplifier for its inverting and non inverting inputs.

Fig. 3. Voltage error amplifier configllration and its block

diagram.

To ensure proper operation of the APFC, that is, its ability
to supply full power to the load, the power gain constant K
as defined by system parameters in eq. (7) has to be greater
or equal to the minimum required value of the power gain as
dictated by eq.(5):

1t2 Rm 1 2P max
---> (8)
4 RacR H~ (V -V T)S-10 em ax

The value of the power gain constant K is significantly
R~ ~ -~-" ~ ," ' ~ of the divider-



( Href ~ t)
Yo=Yref H (19)

1+ ( ~ )(Href~ t)

Examining eq. (19) above reveals that the voltage loop has
the following steady state dc characteristics.
The steady state dc closed loop gain is:

Yo AOL
AcL = -= (20)

Yref 1+ ~AOL

where the steady state dc open loop gain may be recognized
as:

This relationship states the dependence of the APFC output
voltage on its power level. In particularly we can see that
the output voltage of the APFC is a linear function of
power. Here we can recognize the maximum output voltage
of the PFC for the no load condition as:

( Href YT )Yomax= Yref~- ~ (12)
vo vo

and the output voltage drop under load as:
2

~Yo=Yomax -Yo=m-Pav (13)
vo

Substitute Pav = Yo 10 and eq. (12) into (11) yields the

dependence of the output voltage on the output dc current 10

as:
1

Vo=Vomax 2 (14)
I + ~ 10

vo

and the output voltage regulation as:

Yo I
Reg= y- =

omax
(15)2

Under a heavy load, the loop gain ~AOL as well as the

closed loop gain Ac L. decreases cousing the output

voltage to drop. Examining equation (14) we can see that
the output voltage drop may be minimized by maximizing
the product of the power gain constant K and the voltage
error amplifier gains "vO' "ref" Configuring the error

amplifier as an integrator, with infmite DC gains, results
in zero output voltage drop under any permissible load
conditions.

1+ --1KHvo o

The minimum output voltage which occurs at full power is:
2

Vomin =Vomax -~Pmax (16)
vo

As it was mentioned above, the APFC of Fig. 1 supplies
the load a constant average power which is proportional to
the error amplifier signal , see eq. (3). Since the later is
limited by its saturation level Vemax' it inherently limits

the power transfer to some maximum value of P max. An

attempt to increase the load power beyond P max can not be

fulfllled by the APFC. Thus, in the case of an overload by a
constant power load, such as downstream DC-DC
converters, the APFC's output voltage will drop and the
system will eventually cease, hopefully by a protection
circuitry. In the case of a resistive or constant current load
an overload condition may be tolerable. A well designed
system could sustain the load indefinitely with the APFC's
output voltage droped to maintain its maximum available

power at the output, that is VOovl = "p;:;;;iL for a

Pmax
resistive load RL and VOovl = -for the constant

10
current load 10.

Steady state DC model or the 3-1oop PFC

Dynamic model or the outer loops or the
3-loop APFC

We proceed to develop the steady state DC model of the
APFC voltage loop asuming that the line voltage and the
load are keept constant. In most of the practical cases the

VT Href
term H in eq.(16) above is much lower than Vref~

vo vo
and may be neglected without significant loss of accuracy.
Thus maximum output voltage may be fairly approximated
as: Href ,

Vomax = Vref~ (17)
YO

now substituting equation (17) back into (14) we get

We now turn to develop the dynamic model of the 3-loop
APFC system of Fig.l. Our basic assumptions are: a) the
power stage is ideal, b) the current loop is ideal. c) there is
no energy storage in the power stage.
Assumption (a) is justified by the high efficiency of the
off-line converters, which may be as high as 95% for high
voltage applications. Assumption (b) !s deduced from the
following reasoning. Since the current loop bandwidth is
high, its gain roll-off is negligible within the extremely
narrow frequency range defined by the outer loops
bandwidth. Therefore, without significant loss of accuracy,
it is possible to say that the inner loop is seen by the outer
loops as if it is a frequency independent block with fIXed

~~

(18)

We could rewrite this as:

the steady state dc feedback loop gain as:

(HVO )~= ~ (22)

and the steady state dc loop gain as:

~AoL = ( Hvo ~ t) (23)

Thus, the voltage loop may be modeled by an equivalent
scheme of Fig. 4.
Eqs. (21), (23) above show a clear dependence of the APFC
loop gains on the loading. Under light load conditions,

when the term t in the expressions above tends to
o

infinity. The resulting infinite loop gain ~AOL couses the

output voltage to approach its maximum value of Vomax.



gain. It is further assumed that the converter under closed
current loop has sufficient gain to force the input current to
follow the low frequency reference signal produced by the
multiplier -di vider -squarer:

k Ve V in
lin = R 2 (24)

s V
f

Were V in' V f, Ve denote the instantaneous input, the feed-

forward and the error amplifier voltages respectively, and
k
R ' as was already mentioned above, is the combined gain

s
of the inner loop and the multiplier-divider-squarer. see
Fig. I.
Due to the low value of the converter inductor, the average
energy storage throughout the line period is negligible
when compared to the processed power. This fact justifies
assumption (c) above. Treating the power stage as if it has
no energy storage, we may use the power balance
relationship to obtain the charging current Ich supplied by

the power stage to the hold-up capacitor and the load:
2

V inlin Ve V in

Yek 2
=- -V ( 28)R --2 rIllS

S Vo v f

to find that the nns value of the line voltage V rms shoud

be used to calculate the Yxx parameters value. To be

consistent with this reasoning we define the voltage
transfer ratio M of the APFC as its dc output voltage VDC

to the rms line voltage V rms ratio:

Voc

k
= -(25)

Rs V V2
o f

This set of two non linear but quit simple equations
characterize the action of the power stage under the current
loop control together with the current shaping network
(multiplier-divider-squarer) and may be regarded as the large
signal model. They also could be used to simulate the APFC
circuits on general purpose circuit simulators such as
SPICE and provide a good insight to the APFC operation
on the power line period scale.
Each of the equations (24) and (25) above may be expanded
into multi-variable Taylor series around the steady state
operating point. We approximate the increments of the
input current amplitude and output charging current using
only the first order terms of the expansion. Linearization
yields a y parameter model for input and output circuits:

i. = y..v. + y. v + Yif v f (26)I 11 I le e
io = Yoivi + Yoeve +Yofvf + Yoovo (27)

This new set of fIrst order linear equations describe the
dynamics of the small signal variations, where the
coefficients Yxx are the fIrst order partial derivatives and

the lowercase ii' io' vi' ve' vf' Vo designate the small

signal perturbations of the appropriate variables.
Since the eqs. (24) and (25) are non linear it is expected
that their derivatives would depend on the operating point.
Therefore. the steady state operating point conditions have
to be defined to quantify the Yxx coefficients. A natural

choice is to defme the steady state operating point of the
APFC by the average value of the control variables V. ,In
Ve' V f' Vo. The average values of the control signals of the

feed forward and feed back paths may be obtained simply
by neglecting their ripple components as follows: the
ave~age output voltage as its .nominal ;DC value

Vo = VOC. the steady state voltage at th~ output of the

voltage error amplifier is the average signal which may be
-2

found from equation (3) as ve = K P av and the steady state

voltage at the output of the feed-forward fIlter as its average

~ 2 2{2
voltage vf = -Hfo V m = -Hfo V rms. The difficulty

1t 1t

arises when one considers the choice of the steady state
value of the line voltage to be substituted for evaluation of
the derivatives y(xx). The candidates are the average

Ich ;
Yo

M= V \"'71
rms

this will be useful to simplifiy the average model formulae
below. The resulting expressions for y parameters are

summarized below:

- (~ ) -l-~ M2
y..- d --

211 v. ri
1 ss Vrms

(d ii ) K

Yie= ~ ss= ~

(d ii ) 7t 1

yit= ~ ss=-Hfu~

-
~--.!E.!!) -l p a v y .- d -

M 201 v.
1 ss Vrms

~ iCh ) K Yoe= ~ = 2VOC

e ss

~ iCh ) 1 Yoo= ~ = -~=-

0 SS

(30)
-=RL

~~

M

-=RL

Pay !
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The model may be applied in design and analysis of the
feedback and feed-forward loops of the 3-loop APFC
system of Fig. 1. We notice that resistance present in both

input and output circuits. The small signal input resistance
r. equals the steady state resistance emulated by the APFC
1

towards the line. On the other hand the small signal output
resistance ro equals the equivalent load resistance. Another

feature the model discloses properly well, is the action of

the feed forward path. Indeed, it may be seen that the feed
forward path acts against the line variations in both the
input and the output circuits. However, the most prominent

feature of the feed forward is the stabilization of the
voltage feedback gain Yoe which is made invariant of line

amplitude variations. In the usual case, when the average
output voltage is only slightly depends on the load, we
may consider yo e also to a good extent, as load

independent.

of Fig. 5 the APFC with a resistive load, RL = 580.Q, was

simulated with its line voltage perturbed, by amplitude
modulation. Comparison of the simulated waveforms of
both circuits may be seen at Fig. 12. The input current
(upper trace) and the output voltage (lower trace) of the
APFC and its model are shown as a response to the
perturbed line voltage. A good agreement of the "real" and
equivalent circuits responses may be found.

Conclusions

Simple static and dynamic models of the 3-loop Average
Current Mode Active Power Factor Correction (APFC)
system were suggested and analyzed. Analytical
expressions for the APFC's power gain constant and output
voltage regulation as function of circuit parameters where
obtained. Based on the y- parameter approach. the small
signal equivalent circuit of the outer loops of the APFC was
presented. The theory was supported by computer
simulation. The presented models described well the static
and dynamic behavior of the system. The proposed theory
may be useful in the analysis and design of the outer loops
of the 3-loop APFC systems.

Simulation results
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Fig. 6. PSPICE simulation diagram of the "real" 3-loop
APFC of Fig. I.

To check the validity of the proposed theory, the APFC
circuit of Fig. 1 was simulated by PSPICE program. The
simulation diagram is shown at Fig. 6 and uses the large
signal model of the power stage, eqs. (24), (25). The circuit
parameters were set according to the manufacturer
recommendation, as may be found in references [3] and [4].
The multiplier terminal resistances and its threshold
voltage were coded as parameters of the simulation
program and set to the following values Rac = 910k,

Rm=4k, VT=lV. The reference voltage was set to VreF

7.5V and the hold-up capacitor to Co = 450~F. The error

amplifier saturation levels were Vemax= 5.8V and Vemin=

0.2V. The error amplifier dc gains were found as HreF

19.72, Hvo= 0.352 and the LPF dc gain as Hfo= 0.0196.

Using eq. (7) the theoretical power gain constant was found
as K= 113, and agreed well with that measured from
simulated waveforms: K= 115.8.
Fig. 7(a) shows the simulated waveforms of the output
voltage Vo of the APFC loaded with a constant power load.

As it is predicted by the theory, the output voltage of the
APFC, with fmite voltage error amplifier dc gain, drops
steadily with the increase in the power level. To create an
error voltage amplifier with an infmite dc gain the local
feedback of the amplifier of Fig. 3 was reconfigured into an
series branch. With this improvement the nominal output
voltage became V omax=398.6V .As may be seen at Fig.

7(b) the APFC was able to keep its nominal voltage for all
permissible loading. The theoretical maximum power level
of the APFC was found by eq. (7) as 271W, the inability of
the APFC to sustain 300W load is demonstrated at Fig. 8.
The theoretical value of the output voltage as function of
power was calculated using eq. (11). Fig. 9 presents a
comparison between the theoretical and simulated results.
Good agreement of the results is found. Fig. 10 shows the
dependence of the APFC's output voltaJe Vo on the

multiplier's threshold level VT. Theoretical value of the

¥
term ~ in eq.(16) was found as 2.839V and stands in

vo
good agreement with that measured from simulation
waveforms: 2.822V.
The APFC's y -parameters set was calculated as suggested
by equation (30). According to the data above, we get: Yii=

0.00584, Yir 0.936, Yie= 36.31, Yoi= 0.00317, Yof =

0.36, y = 14, y 0 = 1.724. To verify the proposed model
oe o


